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ACT PREP
Learn Strategies | Diligently Practice | See Results
Quick Facts
• 10 hours of one-on-one
tutoring
• Curriculum and all practice
materials included
• Unlimited proctored practice
tests in the study lounge
• Covers test taking strategies
and “secrets” to guessing
• Includes test anxiety
strategies

About our program.
Our ACT curriculum was developed by our tutors here at

Upcoming Test Dates
Test Date
→ April 8th, 2017

Student Society by compiling the best techniques from all the
ACT books combined with personal experience. The program
includes 10 hours of one-on-one tutoring (in home or at our

Registration Deadline
→ March 3rd, 2017

study lounge), a copy of our specialized curriculum, practice

____________________________
Test Date

lounge. For every hour of tutoring, there will be about 2

→ June 10th, 2017
Registration Deadline
→ May 5th, 2017
____________________________
Register Here
→ act.org

ACT Program

tests/ materials, and unlimited proctored tests at the study
hours of individual practice. We recommend allowing at least
one month to complete the program, and students will
generally hit their highest score after taking a total of 3 real
tests. All of our tutors are available by text/ video chat/ email
to help with any follow up questions you may have between
appointments.
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More details about the
curriculum.
Our curriculum is broken down into 7 sections: general ACT
test taking strategies, test anxiety & readiness, the English
section, the Math section, the reading section, the science
section, and the writing section (optional). General ACT test

What makes our
program better.
There are 3 traits that make our
program the best the test prep
world has to offer.
First and foremost, the
dedication of our tutors. Our
tutors truly care about the
success of our students, and they
prove it by being available to our
students via text and/ or video
chat between appointments to
answer follow up questions and
provide moral support.
Our most unique feature - the
adaptable curriculum. While
certain techniques prove to be
effective with some students, we
include alternative strategies that
are more fruitful for others. We
trust our tutors to adapt both the
curriculum and agenda to
maximize a student’s potential.
Our research backed test
anxiety & readiness strategies.
Whether or not a student
experiences test anxiety, the
exercises in this section are
proven to reduce the stress of
high pressure situations, build
self-confidence in test taking
abilities, and, therefore, increase
overall performance.

ACT Program

taking strategies familiarizes students with the format of the
test, teaches techniques that remain consistent across all of
the subject areas, and introduces time management skills and
guessing strategies. The test anxiety & readiness section
presents a scientifically backed approach to conquer the
psychological aspect of test taking. For each subject area,
students will learn the most effective ways to work through
the material, how to break down and answer the most
common question types.
The English and math sections are heavily content based and
will require more time depending on a student’s current
proficiency in these subjects. The English section covers the
mechanics of grammar, and the math section reviews how to
solve the most commonly used problems, the formulas that
need to be memorized and calculator shortcuts. The reading
section concentrates on quick comprehension as this test
tends to be a race against the clock. The science section,
which is also very fast paced, focuses on the interpretation of
graphs and diagrams, and it teaches students to quickly
identify pertinent information.
The optional writing section analyzes the exact components
that the essay graders are looking for and shows students how
to effectively organize and write an essay that encompasses
those traits. In a student’s last session, the tutor will review all
of the subject area techniques and remind students to utilize
the test anxiety & readiness techniques.
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Details about the curriculum continued.
Our program has a general outline of how the 10 hours should be distributed, but we leave the final
judgment call to our highly trained tutors. We recognize that all of our students have unique
strengths and weaknesses, and we make adjustments to better accommodate those needs.
Likewise, our curriculum has varied strategy options so tutors can choose which method optimizes
their student’s score. (For example, on the reading section, some students do better when they skim
the questions before jumping into the passages, while this is a distracting waste of time for other
students.) And if an initial strategy doesn’t seem to be working, we have a team of experts with a
multitude of resources that will work tirelessly until we find a solution that works!

Tutor’s role & student’s role.
Tutor’s Role

Student’s Role

Make initial contact about scheduling and advise
student on how to use SetMore. Arrive to
appointments promptly and prepared with
materials.

Communicate with tutor(s) promptly about
scheduling. Arrive to appointments on time and
prepared with materials.

Teach student material using the curriculum, make
adaptations to the strategies as needed, and assign
individual practice in correlation with the lessons.

Focus during lessons. COMPLETE ALL
ASSIGNMENTS BEFORE EACH MEETING. (This is
imperative to a student’s success, and tutors reserve
the right to reschedule appointments when a
student does not complete their homework. )

Keep track of student’s progress and communicate
to the appropriate parties.

Complete assignments as directed so tutor has an
accurate measure of progress.

Follow up with students outside of tutoring sessions
as needed.

Text/ email/ video chat tutor(s) between
appointments for follow up help or questions on
assignments.

After the first test.
Since a student takes 3+ tests, the tutor will write up a study plan for their student to continue
practicing individually between testing. Students are still welcome to briefly contact their tutor via
text and/ or video chat for follow up questions. If a student feels like they would benefit from more
tutoring, more hours can be purchased at the regular rates.
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